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“Pure Signal™ Scout greatly improves our 
productivity and helps us focus on what matters: 
discovering threats and creating actionable 
intelligence that drives preventative measures.”
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QUERY

 Level up your SOC 

Gain unmatched insight into malicious
infrastructure in real-time to create your
own threat intelligence.

 Speed up incident response

A single complex query can allow analysts 
to hunt more comprehensively with fast 
response times.

 Consolidate multiple feeds and tools

Unlike existing data sources and platforms, 
multiple data sources are fused into one place 
with no need for custom scripting.

THE FASTEST TOOL AVAILABLE FOR
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04 Optimize your defenses

Gain actionable intelligence and context 
to dynamically update your network 
defenses.

team-cymru.com

Speed up 
Threat Investigation

Find that needle in the haystack
Explore malicious infrastructure and discover related IPs.

Faster triage for 
Incident Response

Empower the whole team
Enables analysts and teams with a broad skill set to perform effectively whilst 
navigating unmatched insight on malicious infrastructure.

Enrich data for 
automation platforms

Additional context to improve insights
Merge results with a wide range of use cases across internal logs, SIEM 
solutions, data tools to gain a broader picture and more precise intelligence.

Makes perimeter 
defenses more robust

Acquire Real time actionable data for network security teams
Instantaneous information that empowers  firewall and secure web  
gateway teams.

Senior Cyber Security Analyst, 
Global Utilities Provider 

“

”

The world’s fastest cyber threat hunting tool.

http://www.team-cymru.com


Liberate your cyber threat intelligence team  
with the power of Pure Signal™ Scout. 

CONTACT YOUR REP DIRECTLY
tel: +1 847-378-3300
fax: +1 407-878-7833
sales@cymru.com

No need for custom scripting and 
complex integrations

Extract only what you need using Basic 
or Advanced Searches

Fast and immediate results consolidated into 
an easy to use GUI

Puts you in command to create your 
own threat intelligence

All the threat insights you need instantly 
available in a single platform

Gain fast and comprehensive insights 
within one dashboard.

Get threat insights in seconds and actionable 
outcomes in real-time

No curation or finished intel reports to hinder 
or obscure your view

Actionable Insights in 
S E C O N D S

START HERE 
to empower your team and go faster.

www.team-cymru.com/scout

“Immediate results from 
Team Cymru’s rich Pure Signal™ 
data source makes Scout a very 

powerful and fast tool for 
threat hunting.”

Senior Analyst

http://cymru.com
http://www.team-cymru.com/scout

